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PREFACE
This is the first paper to be published from The International
Conference on Theosophical History; others will appear in 1987 as
separate booklets or in the magazine "Theosophical History".
One of these, Ian Brown's investigation of the Tibetan Buddhist
affiliations of Madame Blavatsky, is complementary to Paul
Johnson's paper, though the two scholars worked independently.
Following the publication in 1986 by The Society for
Psychical Research of a report that cast grave doubt on their negative 1885 assessment of Madame Blavatsky, the way is especially
open for new attempts to understand her life and work. To what
extent for example, was she influenced by the Sufis; a Sufi herself; ·
or a Sufi agent; or a precursor of Gurdjieff? Mr. Johnson addresses
this issue, and his paper will trigger a lively debate.
If you wish to keep in touch with the flow of research in this
area, you are recommended to register for the next Conference,
and to subscribe as indicated on the back cover!
Leslie Price

MADAME BLAVATSKY, 'mE "VEIIEO YEARS": A NEJol INl'ERPRETATICN
The greatest obstacle to wider appreciatioo of H.P. Blavatsky's
teachings has been an understandable suspicion of her claim to act oo
behalf of an esoteric fraternity. Neither her sketchy, nostly
undocumented descriptions of her travels and training nor the content
of her early teachings has seemed to support the claim to a ·background
of years of study in Tibet. Yet theosophists and others have found the
internal evidence of Blavatsky's writings sufficient to refute the
assertioo made by SCIIB biographers that her tales of masters and Asian
travels are total fabrications and that her teachings were derived frcm
research in European libraries. (1) However, even H.P.B. 's nost aroent
acknirers II«)Uld not assert that we can rely oo her testinony for the
OCI!J?lete truth about the source of her teachings.
It is unlikely that the mystery of H.P.B. 's "veiled years• prior
to her public career will ever be CD~pletely solved. But in the
twentieth century, evidence has oc:me to light frcm a suq>rising
independent source, which establishes at least the possibility of a
new, coherent explanatioo of her training and mission. This source is
writings by and about G.I. QJrojieff, including recent material
written frcm the point of view of contenporary Sufism. George
Ivanovitch Gurojieff had a career which parallels that of H.P.
Blavatsky in a striking number of details: birth and early childhood in
the southern reaches of the Russian Enpire, with exposure to the varied
races and religions of the Caucasus1 youthful rebellioo, followed by
years of wandering in search of ancient wisdom1 claims to have visited
Egypt, Persia, India, Tibet and the Far East, but vagueness as to
details of time and place: reported injury in battle1 sudden emergence
as a public teacher after age 401 attraction of a circle of European
and American intellectuals1 scandals including accusations of fraud and
espiooage1 seeming endless capacity to offend Western sensibilities1
troubled relations with disciples1 final years of calm spent in
teaching a circle of private students1 fragmentation of the movement he
founded in the years inmediately following his death. (2)
The passage in Gurojieff's writings which most specifically cites
a source for his teachings is in Meetings with Remarkable Men. This
episode describes the young Gurojieff 1s discovery, in the ruins of an
ancient Armenian town, of a collectioo of letters frcm ooe m:xtk to
another. A society called the Sanroun brotherhood is mantioned in these
letters as a "fanDUS esoteric school, which, accoroing to tradition was
founded in Babyloo as far back as 2500 B.C."(3) QJrojieff and his
associates in a group called the "Seekers of Truth" proceed to travel
throughout Central Asia in search of the Samcun brotherhood. At the
conclusion of Meetings with Remarkable Men, the pilgrims arrive at the
SaDIDUn m:ll'la&tery located near du tral, in the iiOUlltainous region north
of the Khyber pass along the. present bolder of Pakistan and
Afghanistan. QJrojieff writes "As we later ascertained, am::ng the
adepts of this m:xtastery were fomer Christians, Jews, Mohanmedans,
BOOdhists, Lamaists, and even one Shamanist. All were united by God the
Truth." He quotes Father Giovanni, a foimer missionary, about the
brotherhood to which he belongs: "Our brother:tlood has four m:xtasteries,
one of them ours, the second in the valley of the Pamir, the thiro in
Tibet and the fourth in India." ( 4) Alttxlugh this acrount is as subject
to skepticism as any of Blavatsky's assert~ons, evidence in support of
Gurojieff's claims is available frcm recent sources.
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'nle Teachers of Gurdjieff by the pseudonynous Rafael Lefort
descr1bes the author's efforts to contact the sources of Gurdjieff's
teachings within the decade following his death. In the course of
exploring various leads in Gurdjieff's writings, the author finds
hinself traveling ancng Sufi teachers of the Middle East. His search
culminates in northern Afghanistan, near the site of the sanroun
1101astery as described in Gurdjieff 's account. 'nlere he is told that
this is i~ the center where Gurdjieff had studied lnier Sufi
masters 110re than fifty years earlier. ( 5 l 'nlere is sane suspicion that
!dries Shah is the author of this book, which seems to have been
written to attract Gurdjieff's followers to contenporary Sufism. John
G. Bennett's autobiography, Witness, describes Hr. Shah's successful
effort to claim the allegiance of a Gurdjieffian group under Bennett 's
direction in the 1950s.(6)
In The Pe9ple of the secret, author Ernest Scott relates varied
references to trans-Himalayan masters to the Khwajagan order, known
since the 14th century as the Naqshbandi Sufis ("Masters of the
Design" l after the Master Bahauddin Naqshband. In an inaccessible spot
there is said to be a center of Khwajagan activity known as the Harkaz
or powerhouse of the "People of the Tradition."(?) SCott cites a
traveller's encounter with a center which he equates with the Sanroun
1101astery. This article, "Solo to Mecca" by Qnar Burke, appeared in
Blackwood's ~zine in December 1961 and describes a month spent at a
Suh 110nastery ocated three days' travel north of Karachi. (B) Scott
suggests that the sanroun brothertxxxl is a specialized subdivision of
the Naqshbimdi Sufis. In Gurdjieff: Seeker of the Truth by Kathleen
Speeth and Ira Friedlander, it is suggested that the Sanroun
brothertxxxl is distinct frcrn the Naqshbandis I::A.Jt closely related. (9)
Both books assert that the sanrounis ("the bees" l are preservers of
pre-Christian Middle Eastern occultism, working within the context of
Naqshbandi Sufism. Although SCott 's b:lok brings together. sane extremely
suggestive material, theosophists will find his treatment of H.P.B.
rather pres~.mptuous and uninfoz:med. As a propagandist for Hr. Shah's
movement, SCott uses a reductionist approach, attempting to label as
Sufic any and all forms of esoterici!lll, and to measure the value of any
teaching solely on its supposed Sufi content.
'nle only <XIIprehensive book on Gurdjieff and the movement he
established is The Har:m:Jnious Circle by the late Jl!llles Webb, which was
published in 1980. While Webb identifies sane of the forms ~ted
by Gurdjieff as Sufic (e.g. the Stop exercise, the dances and movements
used) he stresses a distinction between form and content, and tries to
derive the content of Gurdjieffian teaching frcrn Western occult
traditions. Although Webb establishes that Gurdjieff's writings show
anple evidence of familiarity with the languages and cultures of
Central Asia, including Tibet, he regards Gurdjieff as a self-taught
innovator rather than as an emissary of any esoteric fraternity. ( 10 l
Clearly, Gurdjieff and Blavatsky present similar problems to
biographers. The fact that the teachings each prc111.llgated can be
largely traced to published materials has led to doubts regarding the
legitimacy of their accounts of initiatory training. Yet there seems to
be a deliberate effort in both cases to appear untrustworthy and
suspicious and to render the biographer's task inpossible. Gurdjieff
and H.P.B. sean to be incarnations of the SliiiiE! archetype, successive
acts in the SliiiiE! play. This is because we can reoog1ize the SliiiiE! node!
of the spiritual teacher in each, a trodel which has been called that of
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the magus. It is characterized by a heroic quest, usually involving
years of travels, culminating in self-transfotmatioo, followed by a
return to "the world." After this return, the magus cannot or will not
directly describe what has transpired. His personal history is
presented in such a mysterious and confusing manner that posterity is
left with scant clues regarding nundane details like spcuees and
childn~n. He also eeens scmehow cx:mpelled to proYOke censure fran
society, and to stUDulate turmoil among his followers.
1he SUfi doctrine of inst~tal teaching deaalstrates a
possible explanatioo of the apparently •outrageous" and •fraudulent•
aspects of H.P.B. and of Gurdjieff. InstiUIIel'ltal teaching stresses the
effect oo con8ciousness rather than the infotmatioo conveyed as being
the essence of a spiritual teacher's role. lhis has led to Mal<llllllta,
the •path of blame," in which, at appropriate times, the teacher acts
out negative roles in order to test and awaken the student 110re
effectively than can be dcne through verbal instructioo. SUfi
teaching-stories atxJund in exanples of this theme. ( ll) It can be
argued that Blavatsky and Gurdjieff both demonstrated mastery of this
technique, with oonparable results. 1he Mahatma Letters include
the following passage explaining why the writers present them!lelves in
ways likely to arouse suspicion- • ••• AOO I wish I oould illpress upcn
your minds the deep convictioo that we do not wish Mr. tUne or you to
p~e conclusively to the public that we really exist. Please realize
the fact that so loog as men doubt there will be curiosity and enquiry,
and that enquiry stUDulates reflectioo which bec}ets effort: but let our
secret be ooce troroughly vulgarized and not ooly will sceptical
society derive no great good but our privacy would be constantly
endangered and have to be continually guarded at an unreasonable oost
of power."(l2) H.P.B.'s instructioos to canaander lt:lbert Bowen oo study
of 1he Secret O:x:trine contain statements which illply instiUIIel'ltal
teadling- 1 If ooe ililll9ines that ooe is going to get a satisfactory
picture of the Universe fran the s.D. ooe will get ooly confusioo fran
its study. It is not neant to give eny such final verdict oo existenos,
but to LEAD 1QoiARtS 'niE TRJ'lH •••• Chll! to the s.o. witb:lut any rope of
getting the final Truth of existence fran it, or with any idea other
than seeing how far it may le~ 'l'CJoP.Ril> the truth. See in its study a
meens of exercising and developing the mind never touched by other
studies ••• •(l3). Finally, this passage oo probatioo fran a letter to
Mr. H\.lle fran K.H. is clearly <::100gruent with SUfic teaching nethods"'l'he chela is at perfect liberty, and often quite justified fran the
standpoint of appearances- to suspect his Guru of being a •fraud• as
the elegant word stands. fibre then that: the greater, the sincerer his
indignatioo- whether· expressed in words or boiling in his heart- the
110re fit he is, the better qualified to beocme an adept. •(14) If
H.P.B. 's missioo is defined 110re in ter:1111 of testing and challenging
tunanity rather than trananitting specific teachings, she ~rs to us
in a different light. 1he SUfi m:xlel of a spiritual teacher as a
paradoxical peracnality using eny available means to awaken the studllnt
is IIUCh 110re satisfactory in explaining H.P.B. than is any Buddhist
lll:ldel of selfless trananissioo of traditiooal teachings. Yet an
either/or approach to Sufi and Buddhist influences oo H.P.B. is quite
inappropriate. She clearly studied and highly valued Tibetan lamaistic
teachings. lollat does likely, however, is that early and Oc:ntinuing
SUfi contacts determined her basic world view as well as her teaching
methods.
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A search through the theosophical literature IJI'lCOVers many
indications that Sufisn is a major hidden influence on H.P.B. Her
travels so closely parallel those of Gurdjieff that there was
considerable opportunity for sindlar contacts. Immediately upon leaving
Nikifor Blavatsky at the age of 18, she proceeded fran the caucasus to
Turkey, thence to Egypt and perhaps Lebanon. She studied under the Copt
magician Paolos MentanD'I and may have been initiated into the Druze
order at this period. (15) It is inportant to note that this precedes
her twentieth birttday, which she identified as the time of her first
encounter with her Master in London. Thus, this contact may have been
arranged in advance, rather than unanticipated as it is usually assuned
to have been. Her statement that she was sent to Java in 1854 to work
with other chelas of this master indicates his membership in a
far-flung fraternity of occultists, whose operations involved Islamic
countries. Among the rare acknowledgments in H.P.B.'s writings of
Middle Eastern initiations is in "A Few Questions to 'Hiraf'" which
appeared in the Boston Spiritual Scientist in 1875. In what she later
called her first "occult srot" she claimed personal knowledge of
esoteric schools in "India, Asia Minor, and other oountries."(l6) In
1878, she wrote in a letter to P~fessor Hirarn Gorson of Gornell, "I
belong to the secret sect of the Druzes of the llt:Junt Lebanon and passed
a long life anD'Ig dervishes, Persian 11llllahs, and mystics of all
sort."(l7) She claimed to have traveled to Tibet (a tem which she used
so b~ly in Isis Unveiled as to refer to Ladakh as in "Central
Tibet") fran Turkey in 1868 and is known to have been in Egypt again in
1871, where her failed first attEIIpt at public work occurred. In its
early days, the work of the Theosophical SOCiety was reportedly
directed by "'lhe Egyptian B~therlxxld of I.uxor."(l8) In her 1875
Spiritual Scientist article "'lhe Science of Magic" H.P.B. writes
1 '1he B~therllOOd of Luxor is one of the sections of the Grand Lodge
of which I lllll a member. If this gentleman entertains any doubt as to
my statenent
WhiCh I have no doubt he will- he can, if he cOOc>ses,
write to Lahore for infollll!ltion." ( 19) Lahore is known as a center of
Sufi activ1ty. In the recently published Sufi Vision and Initiation, a
collection of autobiographical writings of SI!II!Liel L. Lew1s, a noted
Jlmerican Sufi who died in 1971, one finds many references to encounters
with Sufi fraternities in Lahore. Naqshbandi, Qadiri, and Chishti
orders all appear in the narrative of his visit there, for "'lhe great
center for all the Sufi orders in Pakistan is the ta!D of Ali b. Uttwnan
Al-Jullabi Al-Hujwiri, known as Data Gang Baksh, where thousands gather
constantly ••• al.ncst within walking distance of our consulate in
Lahore. "(20) Albert Leighton Rawsoo, in the article "'lW:> ~.
Blavatskys" cited in Neff's OCl'lpilation, Personal Menoirs of H.P.
Blavatsky as found in H.P.B. 's scrapOOok, makes the following
statements in regaro to H.P.B. 's travels in the Near East: "'!here is no
doubt in my mind that ~. Blavatsky was made acquainted with many, if
not quite all, of the rites, cerencnies and instructions practiced
ancng the Druzes of Mount Lebanon in Syria: for she speaks to me of
things that are only known by the favored few who have been initiated.
In my visits to the Levant, her name has been frequently met with, in
Tripolis, Beirut, Deir el Kamer, D!lmascus, Jerusalem and cai~. She was
well known to a merchant of Jiddah, who has a ring with her initials,
which he said was a present to him fran her. His servant, a
Cllllel-driver formerly, says he was drag:xnan and Cllllelji to~.
Blavatsky fran Jiddah to Mecca. I inquired of the Shereef of Mecca, l::ut
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heard nothing of her there. She JMY have been inc:og. while there for
prudential reasons. My visit was IMide as a l't:lhanmedan divinity student,
and secretary to Kami 1 Pasha, in wtx>se <XJ'I'PMY I journeyed." ( 21 l
H.P.B. 's nost direct reference to Sufisn appears in her posthUIIDUs
article "The Eastern Gupta Vidya and the l<abalah" which is found in
Vol. 14 of the Collected Writings: "This JMkes it plain that the
Kabalah of the Jews is wt the distorted ectx> of the Secret Q)ctrine of
the Chaldaeans, and that the real l<abalah is found only in the
Olaldaean Book of Nl.lars now in the possession of saue Persian
Sufis. 5 (22) As this Chaidaean Book of N\.l!tJers is frequently cited in
The Secret Q)ctrine, and is unknown to scholars in the West, H.P.B. 's
kllOOiledge of it IIUSt have been acquired in study with the Sufis to whan
she attributes its possession. The atove passage illlninates t~«>
less specific references in The Secret Q)ctrine. In VolU11e I we
find " ... the public knows nothing of the Chaldaean ~«>rks which are
translated into Arabic and preserved by saue Sufi initiates."(23)
In VolU11e II, H.P.B. writes "except in an Arabic ~«>rk, the property of
a Sufi, the writer has never met with a oorrect oopy of these
JMrvellous reoorcls of the past, as also of the future, history of our
globe."(24) The significance she attributes to the Chaldaeans is
interesting in light of Gurcljieff's reference to the Sarmoun
brotherhood as of Babyloniart origin.
The means whereby this Olaldaean Secret Q)ctrine became the
property of the Sufis is explained in Isis Unveiled to have been the
absorption, during the reign of Darius, of Chaldaean and Brahmin
mysteries by the Magian initiates. They then, acoorcling to the IOnan
historian .Anrnianus Marcellinus, cited in the text, "handed down the
whole through their descendants to the succeeding ages." H.P.B.
oontinues, "It is fran these descendants that the SUfis, CD1p)Sed
chiefly of Persians and Syrians, acquired their proficient knowledge in
astrology, medicine, and the esoteric doctrine of the ages."(25)
The statement that the real Kabalah originated with the Chaldaeans
and is now in the possession of Sufis is particularly illlninating in
light of the veiled hints in the Hiraf article. After asserting that
a:>sicrucianisn originated in the 13th century oontact of a German
traveler with a brotherhood active in Asia Minor, H,P.B. therein stated
"The a:>sicrucian cabala is wt an epita~~e of the Jewish and Oriental
ones ccmbined, the latter being the nost secret of all. The Oriental
Cabala, the practical, full, and only existing oopy, is carefully
preserved at the headquarters of this Brotherhood in the East, and, I
JMY safely vouch, will never cx:me out of its possession."(26) Later in
this article, she writes "As it is, the real, the complete cabala of
the first ages of hliiiAnity is in possession, as I said before, of wt a
few Oriental philosophers~ where they are, who they are, is 110re than
is given me to reveal. Perhaps I do not know it myself, and have only
drel!llled it. 'nxlusands will say it is all iJMgination~ so be it. Time
will stxlw. The only thing I can say is that such a body exists, and
that the location of their Brotherhoods will never be revealed to other
countries, until the day when HliiiAnity shall awake in a mass fran its
spiritual lethargy, and open its blind eyes to the dazzling light of
Truth. A too premature diSOCJVery might blind them, perhaps
forever."(27) At the end of this article, in her scrapbook H.P.B. wrote
in pen and ink "Shot No. !-written by H.P.B. by express orders fran
S******"- an apparent reference to the Master Serapis, purportedly an
Egyptian.(28) If a further clueis required, we find it in the fact
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that the origins of !Csicrucianism have been traced in recent studies
to the Oadiri Sufi order, which was indeed active in Asia Minor in the
13th centucy.(29) Thus we find evidence of links to Sufism fian the
beginning to the end of H.P.B. 's preparation for her public work.
1b all these fairly well-kncMl facts inplying Sufi contacts, the
objection oould be Jllllde that the mature theosophical ll'eSsage given in
the Mahatma· Letters and 1he Secret I:bctrine supersedes H.P.B. 's
earl1er western emphases with definite Hindu and Buddhist content.
H.P.B. explicitly and repeatedly states that Mahayana Buddhism is the
nearest exoteric reflection of the doctrines of her masters. Yet the
letters, and several references to their reputed authors, reveal a
source quite incarpatible with the atnosphere of Tibetan 11Dlasticism.
1he major author, K.H., is a Punjabi or Kastmiri Sikh whan Oloott
observes acting in a priestly capacity in the Golden Temple in
Amritsar. (30) His travels through India, the Hindu Kush and Pamir
countries, as well as Tibet, place him in the exact geographic context
of Gurdjieff's sarmoun brotherhood. In one of his earliest letters to
Sinnett, he refers to an avalanche he witnessed in the Ku'llun nountains
while •crossing over to Illadak on my Wl!rf hcme. • He then refers to a
later stage of the sane trip hcme as being "thirty miles beyoOO Rawul
Pindee."(31) In another letter, he reports that he is writing fian
Tirich Mir, which lies near the present border of Pakistan and
Afghanistan in the Hindu Kush. ( 32) K.H. refers to having studied in
Germany and srows great familiarity with European culture. 1he
possibility that the "hcme" he refers to is the sarmoun center
described by Gurdjieff is striking. In another letter, he refers to
"two of our adepts" joining some "Druze brethren" in Egypt, with 110re
"on the way."(33) 1he seoond reputed author of the letters, H.P.B. 's
master, M. , is also a North Indian who travels frequently in the IWIIIIe
regions mentioned by K.H. SUfism is the only kncMl form of esotericism
which spans the vast region fian Egypt and Turkey to India and beyoOO.
A ooherent explanation of H.P.B.'s travels in this region (sometimes in
male disguise l which makes sense in terms of the aboYementioned facts
is that they constitute a pilgrimage fian one node to another of a Sufi
network. i'llile Tibetan Buddhism was in the 19th century a closed,
oooparatively l'l::lrogeneous 110lastic system, Sufism was an eclectic
network of schools which were relatively exposed to enoounters with
Western culture. Moreover, Sufis have long had a tradition of
hospitality to seekers, regardless of nationality or religion. 0\ly the
Sufis, of kncMl esoteric bodies, exemplify the nonsectarian, synthetic
approach of H.P.B. and her teachers. It is not the intention of this
paper to equate Sufism with~Oloott calls the "Universal Mystic
Brotherhood" but .rather to
st that its role as a past and present
vehicle for that fraternity has
ll'lderestimated by ~ists.
The hypothesis of Sufic influence p~ides a plausible historical and
geographical context for H.P.B. 's developnent as an occultist, which
has heretofore perplexed theosophists and skeptics.
1he JIOSt ot:Nious objection to this hypothesis is the lack of
evident interest in or knowledge of Islam or Sufism in H.P.B.'s
writings. Virtually every other world religion and esoteric fraternity
is analyzed in great detail, but Islamdc occultism is barely
acknowledged. Blavatsky's teachings stress Buddhist, Hindu, Greek and
Kabbalistic elE!IIalts. Given the frequency of her references to "blinds"
and pledges of secrecy, we cannot dismiss the possibility that she
deliberately avoided direct reference to Sufism in order to protect her
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sources (a procedure apparently adopted by Gurdjieff as well.) In her
'Hiraf' article, H.P.B. refers to her teachers as •the Oriental
I«>sicrucians (for such we will call than, being denied the right to
pronounce their true nane)."(34) We nust also consider whether Sufisn
is truly Islamic. Indeed, the actual role of Sufisn seems to have been
to preserve Neoplatonic, Kabbalistic, Hindu and Bu:ldhist esotericisn
within and in spite of an Islamic cultural milieu. 1be Naqshbandis,
operating in an area of Afglwlistan once the world center of Bu:ldhisn,
have clearly inherited Buddhist enphases on practices of
self~bservation and meditation. (35) Particularly in the regions
near Tibet, there is no reason to doubt that study of Buddhisn would
continue in the Sufic schools. 1be eclecticism of Blavatsky's
presentation, which has led to suspicions of her claim to initiatory
training, seems entirely compatible with Sufi methods.
Contenporary Sufi and Gurdjieffian writings raise once nore the
question of trans-+limalayan Masters who preserve ancient wisdcm and
periodically endeavor to enlighten the West . This notion, often
regarded by skeptics as the greatest weakness of the theosophical
novement, will p~ly never be vindicated to the satisfaction of
skeptics. In striving to understand the origins of the novement,
however, one nust reoognize that outer certainty is inpossible and that
all explanations are fragmentary and tentative. Within those limits our
first priority nust be to ask the right questions.
There are two obllious questions theosophists will ask in response
to the aforegoing suggestions. 1be first concerns the relative
genuineness of Gurdjieff and Blavatsky as enrissaries of occult orders.
Both may have been charlatans, with Gurdjieff merely exploiting the
maritet created by H.P.B. for ersatz wisdcm fran the East. Perhaps a
genuine mission by H.P.B. inspired a fraudulent imitation by Gurdjieff.
But in either of these cases, why are contenporary Sufis validating
Gurdjieff's claims? There is also the possibility that Gurdjieff was
trained and sent to the West in order to oorrect mistaken i.npressions
created by the theosophical novement. Gurdjieff's remarit that he spent
many years unOOII'ering the errors in the s.o. oould be taken as support
for this interpretation.(36) Or, of oourse, they may lx>th have been
genuine erndssaries bringing Asian wisdcm to the West.
1be seoond question concerns whether the two missions, if
genuine, are related, and if so, row. A point-by-point comparison of
their teachings is beyond the soope of the present paper, but is well
worth pursuing. 1b aBSI.Die two separate and unrelated agencies acting
independently, we nust dismiss 11*\y points of connection bet~
the two teachings, and igx>re the striking parallels betweal the
travels and careers of Gurdjieff and H.P.B. Also, the actual historical
connection bet~ the two novements suggests that in effect, at
least, they are karmically connected. P.D. OUspensky and A.R. orage,
the two leading disciples of Gurdjieff, were both active theosophical
lecturers prior to their involvement with his W:>rit. lheoeophy's
dramatic proclamation of man's divine potentials evoked some bizarre
delusions on the part of t~ists, particularly during the time
that Gurdjieff was IIDSt active. 1be Fourth way teachings elaborately
detail the tremendous obstacles preventing h\DIIInity fran expressing its
evolutionary potential, stressing that man is asleep. It is not hard to
see these as oatplementary expressions fran the same source. Yet to
ass\1118 a OCJ'IIICI'l source for both teachings i.nposes its own difficulties,
IIDSt of which are alluded to above.
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In summation, the biographies of Gurdjieff and Blavatsky oontain
so many parallels that we nust ask row they are related. lhe syntheses
they pn::nulgated 500w a blending of similar strains fran Eastern and
Western traditions. Since JIIXiern Sufis are claiming that Gurdjieff was
trained in Sufic schools for a mission to the West, an examination of
the possibility that H.P.B. was also indebted to Sufis is in order.
Many references in the theosophical literature support this hypothesis.
Altrough SCIIIe theosophists may be startled or offended by the
suggestions J'Mde in this paper, others may begin to explore lines of
investigation which are suggested by the infol1111ltion presented.
A great part of the t~hic endeavor is the effort to transcend
labels and reaJgnize the t.mity beneath outward differenoes. Seen in
this light, oondng to terms with Gurdjieff and oontemporary Sufism is
both a challenge and an opportt.mity for theosophists. lhe objectives of
the JI'OVement inply that it is our duty to maintain an ongoing effort to
synthesize genuine spiritual teachings fran varied sources. lb do so
with discrimination has ne;ver been an easy task. However, the suiVival
of the theosophical JI'OVement as a relevant oontemporary vehicle for
theosophy depends upon our success in this endeavor.

I
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1. See Evans-wentz, W. Y. , carp. and ed. , Tibetan Book of the Dead,
p. 7, fn. 1, in which it is stated that the Lama Kaz1 Dawa-Sandup,
translator of the Tibetan Book of the Dead, fouro the internal

evidence in her works sufficient to prove "intimate acquaintance"
with the "higher lamaistic teachings." See note 21 below regarding
H.P.B.'s status as an initiate Druze.
2. The oost carplete treatment of Gurdjieff's life and work is The
HaillDI'lious Circle by James Webb, frcm which these parallels were
gathered.
3. Gurdjieff, George Ivanovitch, Meetings with Remarkable Men, p. 90.
4. Ibid., pp. 239, 241.
5. Lefort, Rafael, The Teachers of Gurdjieff, pp. 139-146.
6. Bennett, John Godolphin, witness, p. 256.
7. Soott, Emest, The People of thE! Secret, pp. 168-170.
B. Burke, Omar, "SOlo to Mecca," Blackwood's Magazine 290:1754
(December 1961), pp. 481-495.
9. Speeth, Kathleen Riordan and Ira Friedlander, Gurdjieff: Seeker of
the Truth, pp. 112-116.
10. Webb, op. cit., pp. 54Q-542.
11. See Shah, !dries, The ~ic Monastery, pp. 84, 186.
12. Barker, A. Trevor, carp1ler, The Mahatma Letters to A.P. Sinnett,
p. 227.
13. Bowen, R:>bert, "How to Study The Secret O:>ctrine," reprinted in
Sunrise, August/8eptember 1985, p. 200.
14. Barker, op. cit., p. 231.
15. Ryan, Olarles J., H.P. Blavatsky and the Theosophical !lbrement, p.
18.
16. Blavatsky, H.P., "A Few Questions to •Hiraf'", Collected Writings,
Vol. I, p. 103.
17. Ryan, op. cit., p. 23. This 1878 letter was first published in
The TheosophiSt LII:628 (August 1931).
lB. Olrott, Hency s., Old Diary Leaves, Vol. I, p. 76.
19. Blavatsky, H.P., "The Science of Magic", Collected Writings, Vol.
I, p. 142.
20. Lewis, 8amuel L., Sufi Vision and Initiation, p. 248.
21. Neff, Macy K., carpiler, Personal Mem:>irs of H.P. Blavatsky, p.
131.
22. Blavatsky, H.P., "The Eastern Gupta Vidya and the Kabalah",
Collected Writings, Vol. 14, p. 174.
23. Blavatsky, H.P., The Secret O:>ctrine, Vol. I, p. 288
24. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 431.
25. Blavatsky, H.P., Isis Unveiled, Vol. II, p. 306.
26. Blavatsky, H.P., 1A Few Questions to 'Hiraf'", p. 106.
27. Ibid., p. 113.
28. Ibid., p. 119.
29. Shah, !dries, Special Problems in the Study of Sufi Ideas,
p. 28, fn. 44.
30. Olrott, op. cit., Volume II, p. 255.
31. Barker, op. cit., p. 12.
32. Ibid., p. 240.
33. Ibid., p. 116.
34. Blavatsky, H.P., "A Few Questions to •Hiraf'", pp. 107-108.
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35. See "the eleven rules of the Naqshbandiyya" in Shah, !dries,
Perfl.lled Scorpion, pp. 85-86.
36. Webb, op. cit., p. 36.
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